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Project Overview
● FACTS: DBR research designed to enable
community-based 3D agriscience learning.
○
○
○

Aligned to both NGSS & AFNR.
Two courses (Natural Resources & Horticulture/Agronomy)
Modeled after the Carbon TIME project.

Research Questions
● How did student performances during focus group interviews

change as a result of participation in the Natural Resources course?

● How did differences in implementation affect student outcomes?

Data Sources
●
●
●
●

Focus Group Interview Transcripts
Teacher Interview Transcripts
Class Observations
Focus Student Classwork

Interview Target Performances
Focus Lesson: Biodiversity & Ecosystems (3rd Weekly Unit)
Relationships between biodiversity, ecosystem services, ecosystem
resilience, and human activity like agriculture.
1.

Target Performances
Students ask questions and make predictions about how changes to
biodiversity affect ecosystem services and ecosystem resilience.

2.

Students identify patterns between human-managed ecosystems and the
impact on biodiversity, ecosystem services, and ecosystem resilience.

3.

Students define problems that can affect human activity (like agriculture)
due to reductions to biodiversity, ecosystem services, and resilience.

AFNR Standards
•

NRS.01.05. Apply
ecological concepts and
principles to terrestrial
natural resource systems.

•

NRS.01.06. Apply
ecological concepts and
principles to living
organisms in natural
resource systems.

•

NRS.02.02. Assess the
impact of human activities
on the availability of
natural resources.

•

NRS.03.01. Sustainably
produce, harvest, process
and use natural resource
products.

Relevant NGSS Components
DCI’s
• LS2.A: Interdependent
Ecosystems Relationships
• LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics,
Functioning, and Resilience
• LS4.D: Biodiversity &
Humans

•
•
•
•

SEP’s
Asking Questions/Defining
Problems
Developing & Using Models
Evidence-based Argumentation
Constructing Explanations

CCC’s
• Cause and
Effect
• Systems and
System Models
• Patterns

Interview Questions & Format
● Question Block 1:
○
○
○

A) What are the greatest threats to future food production?
B) How do biodiversity and ecosystem function relate to this? (if not addressed)
C) What solutions do you recommend?

● Target Performance: Students define problems that can affect human
activity (like agriculture) due to reductions to biodiversity, ecosystem
services, and resilience.
● Criteria for Successful Performances:
○
○
○

Identify patterns between biodiversity, ecosystem services, resilience, and human
activity.
Use evidence from examples to support arguments.
Define the problem/solution using causal mechanisms and system models.

Case Study Focus Groups
● Setting: Agriscience program in a rural high school in a northeastern state.
● Teacher: Mrs. B (5-6 years teaching experiences; licenses in ag & science).

1. Classroom Type
2. Discourse
3. Investigations
4. Situated Learning

Year 1 (2019-2020)

Year 2 (2020-2021)

Traditional Classroom (in-person)

Hybrid Classroom (primarily virtual)

Extensive use of group discourse to
aid individual writing

Minimal group discourse; primarily
individual writing & IRE

Utilized outdoor investigations
when feasible

Only classroom/virtual investigations

Extensive community/workplace
learning (w/ links to discourse)

No community/workplace learning

Comparison of Interview Performances (Year 1)
Q: How does biodiversity relate to food production?
Student: If we preserve the natural
habitats there are a lot of species that
decrease water pollution. ...
Student: If the pollinators need a natural
habitat that's undisturbed like a
grassland to survive, then there'll be a
decrease of number of insects to
pollinate food like crops for humans...
we'll have to find alternative ways to
pollinate crops. …
Student: The more biodiversity an
ecosystem has the more services that it
can provide. Each species has a niche
and has a role that it plays in the
ecosystem but once the species go
extinct, then those niches aren't filled so
those services aren't being provided.
(Nov. 26th, 2019)

● Precise description of
interdependent ecosystem
relationships.
● Use of examples to describe
impact on human activity.

DCI’s
• LS2.A: Interdependent
Ecosystems Relationships
• LS2.C: Ecosystem
Dynamics, Functioning,
and Resilience
• LS4.D: Biodiversity &
Humans
•
•

● Clearly defined problem
based on causal
mechanisms and system
models.

•
•

SEP’s
Asking Questions/Defining
Problems
Developing & Using
Models
Evidence-based
Argumentation
Constructing Explanations

CCC’s
• Cause and Effect
• Systems and System
Models
• Patterns

Comparison of Interview Performances (Year 2)
Q: How does biodiversity relate to food production?
Student: The decrease in biodiversity
is also a concern with food
production because the less
variation… A decrease in
biodiversity, if there's less
organisms, animals that humans rely
on, or species that those animals
rely on, or plants that are frequently
eaten just for, not just humans, but
other organisms as a whole, [that]
also is a big concern when it comes
to food production and biodiversity.
Interviewer: Can you elaborate?
Student: Not really, like it's in my
head but I just can't really piece it
together. (Jan 20th, 2021)

● Vaguely addresses
interdependent ecosystem
relationships.
● Unclear impact on human
populations.
● Does not define a specific
problem - lacks causal
mechanisms and system
models.

DCI’s
• LS2.A: Interdependent
Ecosystems Relationships
• LS2.C: Ecosystem
Dynamics, Functioning,
and Resilience
• LS4.D: Biodiversity &
Humans

•
•
•
•

SEP’s
Asking Questions/Defining
Problems
Developing & Using Models
Evidence-based
Argumentation
Constructing Explanations

CCC’s
• Cause and Effect
• Systems and System
Models
• Patterns

Evidence from Teacher Interviews & Classroom Data
● The case study teacher was able to complete more of the curriculum in Year 2.
○

“…we made it through more [content] with less time and more disruptions.”

● Year 2 focus students were among the most successful in the class.
○

“This is surprising because two of the three [focus students] that we have this year are doing extremely
well and are the most actively engaged...”

● The teacher reported Y2 students had stronger classroom performances than Y1.
○
○
○
○

“I definitely see them having higher performances than last year…”
“Written responses and oral responses … are light years better…in terms of making complete
connections.”
“I see [Y2] students making more connections and I don't have nearly as wide of a grade gap.”
“I see them definitely understanding the whole full ideas and not just bits and pieces.”

● These claims are supported by classroom observations and student work (next slide)

Year 1 Interview vs. Year 2 Quiz
Question: Why do warmer, wetter, sunnier areas tend to have more biodiversity and greater resiliency?
Year 1
Participant 4: It increases the photosynthesis
rate which then increases the biomass rate,
which the 10% rule... all that good stuff.
---

Moderator: Why would there be a difference
in the fragility of alpine rocky mountain
ecosystems compared to a deciduous forest?
Participant 1: It's high elevation and a lot
colder, which then supports less planet life.
Participant 3: The ecosystem is less resilient
because of the climate it's in. The climate
doesn't support lots of plants. So there's not
a lot of photosynthesis. so there's not a lot of
biomass- so there's not a lot of biodiversity.
Participant 1: So it's not very stable.

Year 2
DCI’s
• LS2.A: Interdependent
Ecosystems Relationships
• LS2.C: Ecosystem Dynamics,
Functioning, and Resilience
• LS4.D: Biodiversity &
Humans
•
•
•
•

SEP’s
Asking Questions/Defining
Problems
Developing & Using Models
Evidence-based
Argumentation
Constructing Explanations

CCC’s
• Cause and Effect
• Systems and System Models
• Patterns

Student 2: A major factor for why
tropical rainforests have more biomass
diversity and mass compared to a
tundra is, that biomass production is
increased in warmer, wetter
environments.
The 10% rule plays a substantial role in
this as well because it states that for
every unit of plant biomass consumed,
only 10% of that producer is
transferred to the consumer. This
means that the diversity and size of
ecosystems are limited to the above
stated requirements.
This is why tropical rainforests have
more sustainable diversity than a
tundra.

Discrepancies Between Performances
● Year 2 focus students were able to demonstrate successful 3D performances for
ecology, but were unable to translate this to their performances about agriculture.
○ Two key differences between Y1 & Y2 may explain this discrepancy.

● Difference 1: Year 1 students had much greater access to personal engagement with
agricultural phenomena than Year 2.
○ Y2 became more of a science class and less of an agriculture class.
○ “The focus group last year had more direct ag knowledge and could make real world connections…”
○ “We haven't had any speakers come in and it's been tough with taking kids outside…They're even
discouraging us from doing SAEs and work-based learning.”

● Difference 2: Year 1 students had greater opportunities to acquire scientific social
language through group discourse and other forms of social participation.
○ Teacher: “... kids really benefited from the group discussions…There were some that used it
for...bouncing ideas off each other and saying it aloud.”

Implications
● These findings suggest that direct engagement with agricultural phenomena
and opportunities for group discourse were important for successful threedimensional performances beyond the course itself.
○

While Year 2 focus students demonstrated successful 3D performances in classroom
settings, they were largely unable to transfer these skills to phenomena outside of the
curriculum.

● Differences in interview performances likely had more to do with
collaboratively connecting to phenomena rather than differences in
understanding.
○
○

Year 1 students had extensive personal engagement with phenomena and could enhance
their capacities for reasoning and sense-making through regular group discourse.
Year 2 students primarily experienced the course through individualized participation in
inauthentic environments.
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● The FACTS curriculum can be accessed at www.factsnsf.org
● For more information, contact: kohncrai@msu.edu

